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Scrambled Sentences
Re-write the words of the sentence in the correct order with punctuation.

1. the clocks back in the fall we turn

2. in the fall our family plans on taking holidays

3. would you like us what time to be there

4. holidays wait for the summer i can not

5. again chewed my slippers my dog

6. the job I was interested in i went online to apply for

7. last night i got a flat tire

8. has been very unpredictable lately the weather

9. rain all day long it is supposed to

10. day today i think it will be a very nice
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Scrambled Sentences
Re-write the words of the sentence in the correct order with punctuation.

1. the clocks back in the fall we turn

We turn the clocks back in the fall.

2. in the fall our family plans on taking holidays

Our family plans on taking holidays in the fall.

3. would you like us what time to be there

What time would you like us to be there?

4. holidays wait for the summer i can not

I can not wait for the summer holidays.

5. again chewed my slippers my dog

My dog chewed my slippers again.

6. the job I was interested in i went online to apply for

I went online to apply for the job I was interested in.

7. last night i got a flat tire

I got a flat tire last night.

8. has been very unpredictable lately the weather

The weather has been very unpredictable lately.

9. rain all day long it is supposed to

It is supposed to rain all day long.

10. day today i think it will be a very nice

I think it will be a very nice day today.
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